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About This Game

It’s a warm day in the city and Susan Anderson has brought her daughter Caitlin to work for the day at the National Museum of
History. What began as an exciting day for Caitlin and Susan ends in devastating suspense when, just after closing, a 7.6

magnitude earthquake rocks the city. After getting Caitlin to safety Susan scours the museum for anyone left behind but is
knocked unconscious by falling debris. When Susan awakes she finds the museum left in shambles. Barely able to move from

room to room you must help Susan navigate and work her way through the maze of the museum in a series of puzzles and
frantic searching. Can you help Susan get back to Caitlin and escape the museum together?

Features
- Incredible Adventure to solve

- 25 Puzzles to solve
- Mini Games

- 60 Hidden Object levels
- Unlock the Antique Round
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Very interesting 2-D puzzle game. I really liked the art style, the shifting backgrounds and 6 different chapters were each
unique. Some of the puzzles were pretty challenging. I might have cheated once or twice and looked at a walkthrough. Oops!. If
your feeling maxed out you really want to relax, meditate, break down all the hustle while
listen to classic mood melody and play a build sim simple style game. Then this game is for you.
. short, bhop and speedrun should be smother. 4/10 Rating
The story is a bit loose and funny at the same time. I must say this isn’t worth the time or money even on sale price… Sorry but
this is true as the objectives doesn’t really change as all you do is drive around and kill the bandits that tries to capture the people
you need to protect. What were really nice are the boss fights and the bonus levels.
. Wow! Very well made and challengig game, really well done and interesting. I recommend contacting several game reviewers
on youtube to give it a review and let people know it exists. Hard Mode is HARD but it's doable.. Decent, but very raw game in
every aspect. If you like physics based games - there are a lot of games to choose from and this one is really near the bottom.
But if you have a coupon and can grab this game for 20 cents, go ahead and try it.. Without a doubt one of the best singleplayer
first person shooters ever made. The level design is remarkable, and Sam's one liners keep you rolling. Great game, and
recommend it for those who want a challenging campaign to beat.. This... is a TREE!

10/10 Exile 3 humor <3
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Remember that old flash game where you guide a missle down a tunnel and try to avoid crashing by flying through holes in the
walls? This game is basically that. And that's fine! I like that kind of game. But the controls here kill it.

You fly through the holes in letters and avoid touching the letters themselves. While you're free to move whereever you want
horizontally, there are only two vertical planes: top and bottom. So you can't fly through the center of the letter O; you have to
fly around the upper or lower corners of it. So that takes getting used to.

But the WORST thing, by far, is the camera. The whole game is about lining up your block to make it through the empty spaces.
But every time you move, no matter how small of a move it is, the camera violently whips around so you can't see straight.
Imagine trying to thread a needle while shaking your head back and forth. It's nigh unplayable when you can't figure out where
your block is going in a game about percision.

You know what would fix this ENTIRE game? Lock the camera behind the cube you control. That way you can actually see
what's going on. The way this game is now, it's an unplayable mess.. World of Soccer Online is a great top down view game of
the game Soccer. Tons of fun with easy to learn, simplistic controls, but hard to master. Some good features are, you guessed it,
Online. Up to 5+ players per team supported. Can play 1v1, 2v2, 3v3, 4v4 5v5 or 6v6. Control just one player and team
oriented. You can play with bots or other players. Fast paced arcade football that is only fustrating when you are playing with
incompetent players. That said, best to join a team when you can or create a team. Compete in leagues and battle for the title of
the best!

Weather you are a fan of the sport or just want to virtually kick a ball around, this game is for you. Fun to play with friends and
a great time if you love the sport.. An mazing expansion of Half-Life and my favourite one from the entire Half-Life 1
Anthology. For some reason i enjoyed it more even than the original Half-Life. A great opportunity to experience the military
specialist's side of the story. Brand new weapons and a lot of new freaking aliens, also you get to use nightvision instead of the
flashlight which is kinda cool, not even mentioning the new weapon that creates teleports to Zen, a different one for every
location in the game where you use it. A great game with a captivant story. Definitely a must buy!. unable to see the objects that
you are searching for until you use a hint. not much fun when the designers are "cheating" very frustrating at both levels.. Quite
basic in it's current form (June 2018) but great fun with a huge amount of potential. I would personally like to see a more
complex damage system for Titans beyond the current healthbar system, but I suppose if they want to faithfully port the Epic
4th edition rules that wouldn't make much sense.
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